NAVAID Tower. FAC: 1341
CATCODE: 134473
OPR: AFFSA
OCR: AFNIC, AF/A3O, AFCEC/COS

1.1. Description. Varying types of towers are used to provide bases with radio and radar antennas used with different navigational aids. The towers are usually made of metal, open latticework construction, furnished with concrete hardstand bases, ladders with safety guards, and platforms/catwalks to permit the mounting of necessary antennas and routine maintenance.

1.2. Requirements Determination. See UFC 3-260-01 and AFI 32-1044.

1.3. Scope Determination. See UFC 3-260-01.

1.4. Dimensions. See UFC 3-260-01.

1.5. Design Considerations. See UFC 3-260-01.